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Abstract— Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) is an
important compressive sensing (CS) recovery and sparsity
inducing algorithm, which has potential in various emerging
applications ranging from wearable and mobile computing to
real-time analytics processing on servers. Thus application aware
OMP algorithm implementation is important. In this paper, we
propose two different modifications to OMP algorithm named
Thresholding technique for OMP (tOMP) and Gradient Descent
OMP (GDOMP) to reduce hardware complexity of OMP
algorithm. tOMP modifies identification stage of OMP algorithm
to reduce reconstruction time and GDOMP modifies residual
update phase to reduce chip area. To demonstrate reconstruction
efficiency of proposed OMP modifications, we compare signal-toreconstruction error rate (SRER), signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR),
and Structural Similarity index (SSIM) of previously proposed
matching pursuit algorithms such as Subspace Pursuit (SP), Look
Ahead OMP (LAOMP), and OMP, with tOMP, and GDOMP. We
implemented reconfigurable, parallel, and pipelined architectures
for three algorithms including OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP which
can reconstruct different data vector sizes ranging from 128
to 1024, on 65 nm CMOS technology operating at 1 V supply
voltage. The post place and route analysis on area, power, and
latency show that, tOMP requires 33% less reconstruction time,
and GDOMP consumes 44% less chip area when compared to
OMP ASIC implementation. Compared to previously published
work, the proposed architectures achieve 2.1 times improvement
in Area-Delay product (ADP) and consume 40% less energy.
Index Terms— Approximate Computing, ASIC, Compressive
Sensing, energy efficient, low hardware complexity, OMP
reconstruction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RTHOGONAL Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm has
emerged as an important tool for signal recovery, dictionary learning and sparse data classification. In compressive
sensing environment, OMP algorithm has shown tremendous
growth as a reconstruction kernel and decryption kernel in
crypto-systems [1]–[3]. For sparse data learning and classification, OMP algorithm can be adopted as a multi-least
square regression classifier. Various modifications to OMP
algorithm are performed to improve classification accuracy
on sparse data [4], [5]. Recently, OMP algorithm has been
implemented in dictionary learning techniques [6], [7]. Thus
application aware OMP hardware implementation is of utmost
importance.
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Tremendous growth in digital data produced by all kinds
of embedded systems including big data and IoT applications, demand reduced data storage and transfer rates with
low overhead, and low error rate approximate computing
technique. Approximation techniques should withstand the
continuously changing data patterns and provide low overhead
signal reconstruction. Hence in last couple of years, OMP has
gained attention in approximate computing due to its data
pattern adaptability and low approximation error rate [6].
CS-based frameworks and dictionary learning based data
compression is becoming important in big data processing for
various applications such as wearable devices [8], [9], server
application [10], [11], and machine learning kernels [12].
In wearable devices and mobile computing, stringent constraints are on power and chip area with reduced latency
whereas in server applications, priority is to reduce processing
time. The goal of this paper is to propose application aware
OMP reconstruction kernels.
In past, many OMP variants have been proposed to improve
signal to reconstruction error [13]–[16], and application performance [17], [18]. Additionally, OMP CS reconstruction
algorithm is evaluated on different platforms such as CPU,
GPU [19], [20], [21], Many-Cores [22], FPGA [23], [24],
ASIC [25]. GPU/CPU implementations of OMP algorithm
have proven to be costly in terms of power, though they
have the ability to reduce reconstruction time, whereas domain
specific many-cores are hardware efficient in managing limited
signal dimensions only. Therefore to reduce hardware cost,
most of the researchers are inclined towards FPGA and ASIC
implementations.
The main contributions to the research are:
OMP algorithm modifications to reduce hardware
complexity: OMP has three important phases: Identification,
Augmentation, Residual Update. The identification phase consists of dot product kernel, which consumes higher number of
processing cycles [24], [26], and the residual update phase
consists of least square kernel, which has highest computation complexity among all kernels [27]. In this work, we
propose two different modifications to OMP algorithm to
reduce hardware cost in terms of latency of operations and
area requirements. We propose thresholding technique tOMP,
to reduce cycle count required for dot product kernel in
identification phase. To reduce hardware complexity of least
square kernel in augmentation phase, we propose GDOMP
algorithm which obtains the weight vector based on gradient
descent method.
Algorithmic and hardware complexity evaluations: We
compare hardware and time complexity of OMP algorithm
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with respect to measurements and sparsity. We evaluate
proposed algorithm using PSNR, SRER, and SSIM metrics
for different types of images from object identification data
set [28] and face detection data set [29].
Reconfigurable hardware implementation and evaluations: We implement reconfigurable OMP, tOMP, and
GDOMP architectures that can reconstruct different data vector sizes ranging from 128 to 1024, on ASIC 65 nm, 1V6M,
technology to measure hardware overhead in terms of chip
area, reconstruction time and energy consumption. We also
compare area-delay product (ADP) analysis with previously
published papers [24]–[26]. To test OMP architecture, we
implement Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) for
Gaussian matrix generation and evaluated error rate between
floating point software and fixed point hardware solution using
mean square analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents a survey of related work. In Section III, we
discuss proposed two algorithms and perform evaluations
on MATLAB® with respect to PSNR, SRER, and SSIM.
Section IV describes proposed architectures for OMP, tOMP
and GDOMP algorithms including sparsity and measurement
analysis. Finally, Section V discusses architecture implementation analysis on ASIC 65 nm, 1V6M, CMOS technology.
II. R ELATED W ORK
As discussed earlier, in last decade many researchers
focused on CS reconstruction algorithms. For first few
years, the trend in research on CS reconstruction was
to reduce latency of operations [22], [30], [31] whereas
the focus has been shifted over to low power [27], [32]
and reconfigurable [23] architecture for large dimension
signals.
The first architecture for CS reconstruction OMP algorithm
is presented in Septimus et al. [30]. The paper discusses that
identification phase is the bottleneck in low latency OMP
signal reconstruction since it requires highest number of clock
cycles. The least square problem is solved using modified
Cholesky method. For implementation, it considers signal size
of 128 and assumes sparsity of 5 with 32 (25% of original
signal) measurements. The paper compares OMP hardware
implementation with MATLAB® fixed-point simulations for
execution time analysis. The paper does not show effects of CS
on real-time application in terms of accuracy of reconstructed
signal. Additionally in case of higher sparsity count, least
square kernel will also dominate the latency of operations.
To reduce latency of operations, parallel implementation is
suggested in Blache et al. [31]. The OMP algorithm consists of
three interdependent phases i.e. only one phase is executed at a
given time while other phases remain idle, therefore execution
time can be reduced by exploiting the parallelism in each
phase. It uses modified Cholesky algorithm to obtain least
square approximation. Each sub-matrices in matrix inversion
are computed in parallel, however introducing block Cholesky
implementation would have reduced reconfiguration overhead.
The authors of this paper, Kulkarni et al. [23] introduced
block multiplication and inversion to reduce reconstruction
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time and achieved 2× faster reconstruction time as compared to Septimus et al. [33]. The hardware complexity and
reconstruction time analysis on FPGA shows that, dot product
kernel from identification phase and least square kernel
from residual update phase are the architecture bottlenecks.
Therefore in this paper we introduce two new modifications
tOMP to reduce latency of dot product kernel and GDOMP
to reduce complexity of least square kernel.
The low power CS reconstruction trend started in
Huang et al. [27]. The paper solves least square problem
using Matrix Inversion Bypass (MIB) method to reduce
computational complexity. To reduce matrix inversion time,
MIB takes advantage of previously computed matrix inversion
to calculate matrix inverse of ongoing iteration. Furthermore
to improve computation time efficiency, Huang et al. performs matrix inverse of (k − 1)t h iteration in parallel with
k t h iteration. Additionally Huang et al. [32] targets battery
operated devices, it proposes soft-thresholding technique to
reduce energy consumption. In OMP, computation of k t h
iteration has highest computation complexity and execution
time as compared to other iterations, however it recovers
very few elements for signal recovery. Huang et al. proposes
to replace these iterations with low complexity procedure to
reduce recovery cost without sacrificing much quality. The
threshold at which algorithm switches is adjusted dynamically
in accordance to the performance requirements and available
energy levels. Hardware is implemented on 65 nm CMOS
process with clock frequency of 500 MHz. It achieves significant reduction in computational complexity in particular
when sparsity of signal is high because the low complexity
procedure recovers more elements in such signals. The implementation of ST-OMP takes 0.16 ms to recover a signal and
consumes 0.0205 mJ energy. Burg et al. [34] proposes ultra
low power application specific instruction set processor (ASIP)
for compressive sensing specifically targeted for wireless body
sensor networks. ASIP has 3-stage pipeline comprised of fetch,
decode and execute stage. The core operates one data word of
16-bit, with 14 unique instructions and sub-VT latch based
memories. The sleep mode allows external clock gating of
entire core. The paper shows that there exists a power and
execution time trade off. CS processor operates at 0.37 V at
100 KHz with total power 288 nW.
Recently CS has gained attention as a tool for approximate
computing in big data processing. Zhang et al. [10]
implements compressive sensing based storage reduction
for big data analytics, authors convey that for many big
data workloads approximate results suffice. Yan et al.
[35] incorporated CS-based framework into Hadoop and
evaluated it on real web-scale production data. It shows
reduction in data shuffling I/O up to 99%, and end-to-end job
duration by up to 40%. In both [10], [35] research papers,
implementations were performed on software platforms
thus best performance can be achieved if implemented on
hardware platforms such as FPGAs or domain specific
many-cores. Xu et al. [9] shows efficient long term
biomedical application processing using CS with OMP
algorithm implementation, whereas Ahmad et al. [11]
shows usage of CS in big data fusion approach for
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Algorithm 1 OMP Reconstruction Algorithm
1:Initialization
• R0 =S, 0 =∅,0 =∅ and t = 0
2:Identification
• Find Index λt = max j =1...n subject to | < φ j Rt −1 > |
3:Augmentation

• Update t =t −1
λt
• Update Q t =[Q t −1 φt ]
4:Residual Update
• Solve the Least Squares Problem
Dt = min D S − Q S D2
• Calculate new approximation: αt = Q t Dt
• Calculate new residual: Rt = S-αt
5: Increment t, and repeat from step 2 if t < k
After all the iterations, we can find correct sparse signals.

machine to machine communication. In our previous work
[3] we developed CS-based fully reconfigurable and
scalable approach for big data acceleration on
FPGA platform, in which CS sampling is performed on
Artix-7 FPGA and CS reconstruction is implemented on
Virtex-7 FPGA. To demonstrate the efficiency we explored
seizure detection application consisting of 24 sensor channels
each transmitting 256 data chunks every second. We also
proposed heterogeneous big data acceleration using CS-based
framework in [36], which processes 5000 images (2.17 GB) of
various sizes ranging from 128×128 to 1024×1024 for object
detection. Therefore, CS with OMP reconstruction algorithm
is attractive and important in upcoming years to reduce data
storage and transfer rates. In this paper, we proposed scalable
OMP algorithm with reduced hardware complexity and Energy
Delay Product (EDP). The proposed OMP architectures are
scalable and can be reconfigured up to 1024 vector sizes.

Algorithm 2 Thresholding Technique OMP Reconstruction
Algorithm
1:Initialization
• R0 =S, 0 =∅,Q 0 =∅, φ0 = φ, p = ∅ and t = 0
2:Identification
• Sort β= sor t j =1...n subject to | < φt −1 Rt −1 > |
• λt = β1
3:Augmentation

• Update t =t −1
λt
• Update Q t =[Q t −1 Q t ]
4:Residual Update
• Solve the Least Squares Problem
Dt = min D S − Q S D2
• Calculate new approximation: αt = Q t Dt
• Calculate new residual: Rt = S-αt
5:Column Reduction
• αt = β(n−31)...n
• φt =eliminate[φαt ]
6: Increment t, and repeat from step 2 if t < k
After all the iterations, we can find correct sparse signals.

A. Compressive Sensing Problem
Let us assume D to be a k-sparse signal of length n. Let φ be
the measurement matrix projected onto the original signal, D.
Measurement matrix (φ) must be incoherent with the basis
of the sparse signal, D. If D is not sparse in its original
bases, it can be transformed to another domain in which
the signal is sparse. Then the measurement matrix has to be
uncorrelated with the signal in the transformed domain [38].
The size of φ is m × n, where m << n and represents the
number of measurements. D̂ is a m-length vector containing
the measurements obtained by the projection of φ onto D.
Therefore, signal need to be converted to a transformed basis,
ψ to induce sparsity and D̂ is obtained as:

III. P ROPOSED R EDUCTION T ECHNIQUES

D̂ = φψ D = φ D

In this section we discuss OMP algorithm, and proposed
two modifications to OMP named thresholding technique for
OMP-tOMP, and Gradient Descent OMP-GDOMP algorithms.
We perform experiments on two different big data sets to
evaluate average PSNR, SRER, and SSIM for tOMP and
GDOMP. Furthermore, we compare proposed new modifications with OMP, Look Ahead OMP (LAOMP) [14] and
Subspace Pursuit (SP) [37].
Notations used in the paper

where φ needs to be chosen such that the restricted isometric
property (RIP) of order 2k is satisfied, where k represents the
sparsity of the signal, D.

• D = Original data, S = Sampled reduced data (measured
data), D̂ = Reconstructed original data
• n = Length of the original data
• m = Number of measurements
• k = Sparsity
• R = Residual matrix
• φ = Measurement Matrix (si ze : m × n)
• λ = Maximum index after dot product
• t = No. of iterations (usually equal to k

(1)

B. OMP CS Reconstruction Algorithm
OMP is a greedy algorithm, it finds the sparsest solution
iteratively by computing support of D and subtracting it from
measurement vector S at every iteration. OMP has three different phases, Identification, Augmentation and Residual Update.
In identification phase, index i of highest magnitude of φ ∗ R
is chosen as potential vector to find closest approximation
to D. At each iteration, index i is added to the list of
estimated support vectors in augmentation phase. The residual
update phase generates residual for next iteration. In residual
update phase, formed augmented matrix Q is used in least
square regression model to find linear relationship between
augmented matrix Q and measured vector S. Finally, the
amount of contribution that column S provides is subtracted
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Fig. 1. Performance of Thresholding Technique, with m = 30% of the signal
size and k = 32.

to obtain a residue. The OMP algorithm takes k iterations to
determine correct set of columns [39].
C. Thresholding Technique for OMP
Identification phase is a severe latency bottleneck on reconstructing signal [16], [23], [33], [40], [41]. Therefore, complexity of the identification phase can be reduced by updating
φ matrix at each iteration. OMP algorithm iterates k times
therefore at each iteration, identification phase calculates dot
product of φ ∗ R and requires n × m multiplications and
n × (m − 1) additions. Jerome et al. [40] implements soft
threshold technique to update φ matrix based on average
of resulting dot product vector, whereas Donoho et al. [16]
introduces hard threshold technique, in which threshold is
chosen off-line based on the assumption of Gaussianity. Most
of the thresholding techniques proposed previously are based
on online thresholding technique which adds new hardware
modules, however in this paper we perform offline parameter
selection for thresholding which is based on signal size. The
soft threshold technique requires additional hardware to calculate average and find minimum averaged column, whereas
predetermining threshold affects application flexibility. Also,
[40] is the only paper which implements thresholding technique on hardware. In this paper, we implement low cost
column reduction phase to the OMP algorithm which updates
Ø matrix by eliminating columns that are not contributing in
forming residual R at each iteration. Therefore in k t h iteration,
there will be only (n−k × p)×m multiplications. Identification
is performed by finding highest index of φ∗R, therefore at each
step p columns of φ with lowest magnitude can be eliminated.
In this work, we determine p columns to be eliminated at each
iteration. Fig. 1 shows effect of column reduction phase p on
both types of input signals with respect to PSNR and SRER
of the reconstructed signal, and latency of identification phase
of OMP algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work which implements hard-thresholding on hardware
with satisfactory range of PSNR and SRER.
D. Gradient Descent OMP
Least square kernel is the most computationally intensive
kernel among all in OMP algorithm. Least square kernel
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Algorithm 3 GD-OMP Reconstruction Algorithm
1:Initialization
• R0 =S, 0 =∅,Q 0 =∅ and t = 0
2:Identification
• Find Index λt = max j =1...n subject to | < φ j Rt −1 > |
3:Augmentation

• Update t =t −1
λt
• Update Q t =[Q t −1 φt ]
4:Residual Update
• Function minimization using Gradient Descent
Dt = Stochastic_Gradient_Descent(Q t , θ I nit ialize , S, α
• Calculate new approximation: αt = Q t Dt
• Calculate new residual: Rt = S-αt
5: Increment t, and repeat from step 2 if t < k. After all the
iterations, we can find correct sparse signals.
Stochastic Gradient Descent Function
1:Initialization
• Inputs: Q t , θ I nit ialize , S, α, i = 0
• Output: θ
2: Gradient Update
 j =m
j
j
j
• θi = θi − α
j =1 [θ ∗ (Q ) − S ] ∗ Q i ;
3: Check Convergence
Cost Computation using Mean Square Error analysis
4: If Cost > γ , Increment i , and repeat from step 2

consists of matrix inversion module which increases the
hardware area and power consumption. We implement stochastic gradient descent technique to avoid expensive matrix
inversion based least square calculations. Stochastic gradient
descent is first order iterative based function minimizing
technique in which steps α is taken towards positive gradient
of the function. Garg et al. [42] implements gradient descent
technique with hard thresholding for sparse recovery, whereas
in this work we implement stochastic gradient descent
technique with mean square error as convergence parameter.
In case of large “k” (sparsity) convergence of gradient descent
in [42] takes long time as compared to our proposed stochastic
gradient descent. To the best of our knowledge none of the
previous work on gradient descent based matching pursuit is
targeted to OMP algorithm and solving hardware complexity
issue and this is the first hardware implementation of stochastic
gradient descent based OMP algorithm. Algorithm 3 shows the
integration of gradient descent function with OMP algorithm.
E. Comparison of Algorithms
We perform MATLAB® simulations to compare performance of tOMP, and GDOMP with OMP, Subspcae
Pursuit (SP), and Look Ahead OMP (LAOMP) CS reconstruction algorithms in terms of PSNR and SRER.
1) Performance Metric:
• Signal to Reconstruction Error ratio is a mean square
error between original signal D and reconstructed
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Fig. 2. Comparison of tOMP and GDOMP algorithms with three different
reconstruction algorithms including OMP, Subspace Pursuit (SP), and Look
Ahead OMP (LAOMP) with respect to PSNR of reconstructed image
with k = 8.

Fig. 3. Comparison of tOMP and GDOMP algorithms with three different
reconstruction algorithms including OMP, Subspace Pursuit (SP), and Look
Ahead OMP (LAOMP) with respect to SRER of reconstructed Gaussian input
signal length 256 with k = 8.

signal D̃.


S R E R = 10 log

ED2
ED − D̃2


(2)

• PSNR is measured via mean square error (MSE) between
original image D and reconstructed image D̃.
i=m−1 j =n−1
2
1  
D(i, j ) − D̃(i, j )
(3)
MSE =
mn
i=0
j =0


M AX pi xel
P S N R = 20 log10
(4)
√
MSE
• Structural Similarity Index measure (SSIM) is perception
based model, in this quality of images is calculated
based on structural degradation on various windows of
an image [43] as shown in Fig. 4.
2) Experimental Set-Up: For Gaussian signal reconstruction
experiments are performed with n = 512, k = 8, and
T = 1000 signal sizes.
(i) Randomly generate sensing matrix (m × n) using
Gaussian source [14].
(ii) Randomly generate k − spar se vector using zero-one
sparse matrices or Gaussian sparse matrices.
(iii) For each vector, compute measurement vector S = φ D
and apply to CS reconstruction algorithms independently.

Fig. 4. Comparison of tOMP and GDOMP algorithms with three different
reconstruction algorithms including OMP, Subspace Pursuit (SP), and Look
Ahead OMP (LAOMP) with respect to Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) of
reconstructed image with k = 8.

(iv) Repeat step (i to iii) for T times (T = 1000). Then
evaluate algorithm performance using SRER.
(v) Repeat all steps for a new measurement.
For image reconstruction experiments are performed on
different level of information content of n×n 1 where n = 128,
k = 8, m = 42 and T = 1000.
(i) Randomly generate sensing matrix using Gaussian
source.
(ii) Measurement vector is computed using wavelet transform and Gaussian signal vector.
(iii) Repeat experiment (step i to ii) for T times (T = 1000).
Then evaluate algorithm performance using average
PSNR.
Fig. 3 shows SRER performance of OMP, tOMP, and
GDOMP algorithm. We chose measurements to be from 30%
to 95 % of the original signal i.e., m= 100–200. Error rate
of tOMP and GDOMP algorithm closely follows error rate of
OMP, SP, and LAOMP algorithms for Gaussian input signal
length of 256 and sparsity k = 8. For measurements between
30% to 50%, error rate of tOMP and GDOMP is in the
range of –1.0 dB to 0 dB. Similarly, Fig. 2 shows PSNR
analysis of image reconstruction following steps as discussed
in experiment set-up. Additionally, Fig. 5 shows fixed point
analysis results of OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP algorithm. PSNR
of image reconstruction for lower detail image is in the range
of 30 dB–42 dB, medium level of detail is 27 dB–34 dB, and
higher level of detail is 21 dB–32 dB.
F. Compressive Sensing for Big Data Applications
To demonstrate the efficiency of CS based data reduction for
big data applications, we perform experiments on two different
applications including object identification and face detection.
We implement cascade classifier in openCV [45], [46] consisting of several simple classifier stages, applied to region of
interest until the candidate image is passed or rejected [47]. For
object identification application we use CALTECH-256 object
identification data set [28] consisting of 256 different categories with 30,607 images, and for face detection application
1 For convenience to explain, we selected row and column size to be same.
In real-time streaming data can be of different column and row sizes
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TABLE I
C ASE S TUDY: B IG D ATA A PPLICATIONS

Fig. 5. Comparison of OMP, tOMP, and GD-OMP reconstructed images
with fixed point arithmetic and sparsity k = 8. Upper image with a low level
of detail, middle image with a medium level of detail, and bottom image with
a relatively large amount of detail (Image Courtesy: [44]).

we use FDDB [29] data set consisting of 2,845 images with a
total of 5,171 faces. The feasibility and efficiency of compressive sensing with OMP reconstruction algorithm for big data
processing is evaluated using a MapReduce (with single node
setup) implementation using low power NVIDIA Jetson TK1
platform. Table I shows that with 33% measurements and
n
k = , using CS OMP for object identification application
8
reduces data up to 50% with losing only 1.7% accuracy.
For face detection application we performed experiments
on 1,000 images, achieving data reduction up to 48% with
average PSNR of 34 dB and losing 0.4% detection accuracy,
where accuracy is calculated as shown in equation 5, where
t p –number of true positives, tn –number of true negatives,
f p –number of false positives, f n –number of false negatives.
Detecti on Accur acy =

t p + tn
.
t p + tn + f p + f n

(5)

IV. H ARDWARE I MPLEMENTATION
Increasing attention to approximate computing demands
low hardware overhead reconstruction kernel. However,
reconstruction of the compressed signal on hardware is
challenging since it has interdependent phases and consists
of complex matrix inversion, dot product operations, and sort
kernels. We implement reconfigurable OMP CS reconstruction
algorithm and its modifications called tOMP, and GDOMP
as discussed in Section III. The hardware implementation is
reconfigurable for different sizes of input signal ranging from
n = 128 . . . 1024, sparsity k = 8 . . . 64, with measurements
m = 25% . . . 35% of the original signal. In this section, first
we discuss effect of number of measurements and sparsity
count on important aspects of design i.e. reconstruction time,
hardware complexity, and reconstruction quality in terms
of PSNR.
We focus on architectural modifications to original OMP
as compared to previous work in [24], [25]. The architectural

modifications include efficient off-chip memory transfer management using double buffering approach, using LU decomposition to take advantage of symmetry in the matrix inversion,
and effective scheduling of temporary data to reduce memory
size on-chip.
A. Overview of Hardware Complexity of OMP CS
Reconstruction Algorithm
In CS matching pursuit algorithms, there are different
strategies for choosing number of measurements m for exact
recovery of a signal. Increase in number of measurements
will guarantee exact recovery of signal but it will increase
size of measured signal (S) and measurement matrix (φ), thus
increasing hardware complexity in terms of operator count,
and memory requirements. Fig. 6 shows that increment in
number of measurement will have linear growth in hardware
complexity and reconstruction time. In case of large number of
measurements, reconstruction time is dominated by dot product kernel whereas, higher sparsity count suggests that least
square kernel is a bottleneck. Increase in sparsity count not
only adds extra number of iterations, but also increases complexity of least square kernel, thus increasing reconstruction
time exponentially and linear increase in hardware complexity.
We perform experiments to select number of measurements
and sparsity as shown in Fig. 6, where hardware complexity
is calculated based on number of required multipliers, adders,
combinatorial logic, and memory resources. Reconstruction
time is reported based on MATLAB® simulation analysis. It is
observed that the hardware complexity and reconstruction time
is increased as number of measurements and sparsity count
is increased however, PSNR of reconstructed image remain
constant after certain number of measurements and sparsity
count.
Hardware complexity of OMP algorithm is mainly
dominated by dot product kernel (φ∗ R) in identification phase,
and least square kernel in residual update phase. Identification
and residual update phase, each consumes up to 40%–50%
of the total cycles, Septimus et al. [33] report 68% and 8%,
Blache et al. [31] report 41% and 47%, and
Kulkarni et al. [23], [48] report 44% and 48% cycles
for identification and residual update phase respectively
where both [31], [33] implements Cholesky decomposition,
and Kulkarni et al. [23], [48] implements LU decomposition
for matrix inversion in residual update phase. tOMP reduces
computation complexity of identification phase and GDOMP
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Trade-off between computational complexity and signal reconstruction quality using measurement and sparsity analysis.

Fig. 7.
Block diagram for implementation of OMP Algorithm, where
RMU—Reconfigurable Multiplier Unit, COMP—Comparator, FSU—Fixed
Point Subtraction Unit, RLUD—Reconfigurable LU Decomposition module.

Fig. 8.

Reconfigurable fixed-point multiplier unit (RMU).
TABLE II

D ESCRIPTION OF M ODES IN R ECONFIGURABLE M ULTIPLIER U NIT (RMU)

reduces computational complexity of residual update phase.
In tOMP at each iteration lowest magnitude columns C L
which are not contributing to signal reconstruction are
n
is chosen based on application. As
reduced, where C L =
p
discussed in Section III-C for demonstration, we configured
p = k for image processing application. Thus for the final
iteration, dot product kernel requires to calculate only k × m
multiplications reducing computational complexity up to 75%.
In GDOMP algorithm, least square kernel is implemented
by using gradient descent technique. To compute gradient
descent of a function, it requires m × k matrix multiplications,
m number adders and k number subtractions thus reducing
computational complexity. We propose reconfigurable fixedpoint multiplier to reuse the operators in order to reduce
chip area.

B. Hardware Implementation of Baseline OMP Algorithm
OMP contains iterative interdependent kernels which repeat
till the sparsity count making parallel implementation challenging. Therefore in proposed architectures, each phase is
implemented in parallel and pipelined to reduce reconstruction
time. The interdependent structure allows to reuse kernels
and buffers. We propose reconfigurable k-stage and m-stage
fixed-point matrix multiplications, the pipeline structure of
reconfigurable multiplier allows us double buffering approach.
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Algorithm 4 Basic LU Decomposition
Input X ← φsquared with elements x i, j
Output L, U triangular matrices with elements li, j , u i, j
1 while X is not empty do
2 p ← number of rows of X
3 for 1 < i < p do
x i1
4
li1 ←
x 11
5 for 1 < j < p do
6
u 1 j ← x1 j
7 for 1 < i, j < p do
8
x i j ← x i j − (li1 × u 1 j )
9 X ← inner sub-matrix of X of size p − 1 × p  − 1
by removing first row and column

Fig. 10.

Fig. 9.
LU decomposition architecture consisting of Newton-Raphson
division method architecture.

Furthermore temporary matrix elements are stored in shared
buffers to reduce size of on-chip memory. In this section we
discuss architecture for OMP algorithm as shown in Fig. 7
implementation. In thresholding technique, column reduction
phase is implemented consisting of sorting dot product vector β. To reduce hardware complexity, stochastic gradient
descent function is used in GDOMP instead of Moore-Penrose
pseudo inverse. In Sections IV-C and IV-D, we discuss new
modified kernels and overall architecture.
1) Implementation of Identification Phase: At the start of
execution, measured vector (S) and measurement matrix (φ)
are stored in buffer 1 and 2 respectively. At first, iteration
residual vector (R) is initialized to measured vector (S), therefore buffer-1 is used to calculate dot product in identification
phase. To calculate dot product, reconfigurable parallel and
pipeline tree structure is used as shown in Fig. 8. Parallel structure reduces execution time required for dot product whereas
pipeline structure allows us double buffering approach to hide
memory accesses. In double buffering, at each transfer one
block of m memory elements is accessed, one memory block
is used for computation while other memory block is being
transferred. The reconfigurable fixed-point multiplication
unit (RMU) has two modes of operation, in mode-0 it finds mstage matrix multiplication whereas in mode-1, k-stage matrix
multiplication is performed. In identification phase, RMU is
operated in mode-0, which performs m multiplications and
m − 1 additions. After dot product calculations are performed,

Merge sort tree architecture with select-value kernels.

simple comparator unit (COMP) is implemented to find
maximum value from dot product kernel. At each iteration,
COMP compares new dot product kernel value with previous
value till n iterations. Index of Highest value is transferred to
buffer-3 after n iterations, and issued to column selection unit.
2) Implementation of Augmentation and Residual Update
Phase: The column selection unit transfers m elements of
φ matrix from buffer-2 to buffer-4. Augmented matrix Q
from buffer-4 is used for solving least square. The least
square kernel is performed in four steps. In step-1 RMU is
operated in mode-0 to perform squaring operation, it needs
m multiplications and m − 1 additions, at each iteration row
of m elements is added till m × k matrix. Therefore, it
requires to store k × k elements at the k t h iteration in buffer-5.
Step-2 inverts the stored square matrix using re-configurable
LU decomposition kernel (RLUD).
Algorithm 4 shows the steps to calculate LU decomposition
of non-singular Q squared matrix. At each iteration, same steps
are applied to sub-blocks of matrix. LU decomposition architecture as shown in Fig. 9 allows considerable amount of parallelism available within each step. To calculate LUD of k × k
matrix, k divisions are required. We perform division operation
using Newton-Raphson method shown in equation 6. NewtonRaphson method finds the solution iteratively, to reduce number of iterations we need to calculate initial approximation
as shown in equation 7. Fig. 9 shows the Newton-Raphson
division method architecture, the steps are interdependent thus
cannot be implemented in parallel. It requires 3 multiplication
and a comparison to calculate the approximate solution.
(6)
X i+1 = X i (2 − R X i )
(48 − 32R)
X0 =
(7)
17
While computing inverse of matrix Q squared , multiplication of
measured vector (S) consisting of m elements in buffer-1 and
augmented matrix (Q) in buffer-4 is performed in order to save
reconstruction time. Finally to obtain estimation of original
signal, in stage-3 RMU is operated in mode-1. At each stage,
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Fig. 11. Block diagram of the Thresholding technique for OMP Algorithm
implementation, modifications are performed in Identification stage (stage-1),
where RMU—Reconfigurable Multiplier Unit, COMP—Comparator,
FSU—Fixed Point Subtraction Unit, RLUD—Reconfigurable LU
Decomposition module.

except k t h iteration, residual R is calculated by performing
subtraction between measured signal S and estimated signal α.
C. Hardware Implementation of Thresholding
Technique—tOMP Algorithm
Implementation of OMP algorithm advocates that dot product kernel is bottleneck. Therefore we propose thresholding
n
technique that discards lowest magnitude “ ” columns at
p
each iteration. Fig. 11 shows architecture block diagram for
tOMP hardware implementation. To find lowest magnitude of
dot product kernel, we implement merge sort algorithm as
shown in stage-1. Augmentation and residual update phase
are not dependent on column reduction phase thus merge
sort is implemented in parallel with them to avoid penalty
on reconstruction time. As shown in Fig. 10 we use selectvalue block to find descending elements at a time, typically
smallest element among two is selected whereas other element
is used for next cycle. The select-value block is used in merge
sort tree architecture where, at each iteration new elements are
accessed from buffer-8 using memory wrapper unit. The merge
sort is implemented while considering hardware area overhead
and required time is kept within execution time bound of
augmentation and residual update phase. We implement merge
n
elements each iteration such that we
sort for sorting 2 ×
k
can obtain index of lowest magnitude column at the start of
identification phase. Finally, index of smallest value elements
from dot product kernel are transferred to counter (C), the
counter will avoid calls for lowest magnitude columns thereby
reducing size of dot product calculations for each iteration.
In thresholding technique, column reduction phase is added
to improve reconstruction time. Identification, augmentation
and residual update phases are implemented as same as OMP
hardware implementation, discussed in Section IV-B.
D. Hardware Implementation of Gradient
Descent—GDOMP Algorithm
The gradient descent kernel is used to reduce overall
hardware complexity of the OMP architecture by replacing

Fig. 12. Block diagram for implementation of the Gradient Descent OMP
Algorithm.

Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse with gradient descent function.
The modification mainly changes residual update phase, while
identification and augmentation phases remain same. Fig. 12
shows architecture for GDOMP algorithm, where stage-2 is
changed. The GDOMP function is described in Algorithm 3,
it consists of m-stage and k-stage matrix-vector multiplication,
m-stage vector subtraction, and m-stage summation unit. We
use re-configurable fixed-point multiplier unit (Fig. 8), which
operates in four different modes as described in Table II.
Reusing multiplication operator reduces chip area, however
gradient descent kernel iteratively calculates estimated signal,
and repeated till mean square error reduces to satisfactory
range, this impact overall reconstruction time. Therefore to
reduce iterations, we input range of estimation vector θ .
In stage-2, column of measurement matrix (φ) is chosen
based on index of highest element from dot product kernel.
The columns of measurement matrix are augmented at each
iteration, the augmented matrix (Q) is stored in buffer-4.
RMU is operated in mode-0 and subtraction unit is operated
in mode-1 in order to calculate temporary vector, which is
multiplied with augmented matrix to obtain new θi vector. At
each iteration, θi is calculated by subtracting new vector from
the previous. Finally, new weight vector values are stored on
buffer-5. Stage-3 calculates the residue vector R and the loop
is repeated till the sparsity count k.
V. ASIC I MPLEMENTATION R ESULTS
OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP architectures are implemented
using Verilog HDL to describe architecture and hardware,
synthesized using Cadence® RTL compiler, and placed and
routed using Cadence® SoC encounter. We use a standardcell-based automatic place and route flow to implement all
architectures. All three architectures are implemented with
signal size n = 128. . .1024, sparsity k = 8. . .64, and
measurements m = 25%. . .35% to compare with previous
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Post-layout view of hardware implementation of (A) OMP, (B) tOMP, (C) GDOMP architectures in 65 nm, 1V6M TSMC CMOS technology.
TABLE III

E XPERIMENT R ESULTS BASED ON MATLAB® I MPLEMENTATION FOR S ELECTION OF N UMBER OF F IXED -P OINT D ATAPATH W ORD W IDTH VS .
A CCURACY OF D ATA R ECONSTRUCTION IN T ERMS OF PSNR, SRER, SSIM FOR OMP R ECONSTRUCTION A LGORITHM , W HERE NR N O
R ECONSTRUCTION , W E D O N OT C ALCULATE A CCURACY S TATISTICS W HEN OMP I S U NABLE TO R ECONSTRUCT THE D ATA

Fig. 14. Hardware Accuracy of OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP algorithm with
respect to number of fixed-point bits in datapath word, where η is calculated
as shown in (8).

work. Fig. 13 shows postroute GDS II layout implementations
for the OMP, tOMP, GDOMP architectures.
A. Hardware Accuracy Analysis
OMP, tOMP and GDOMP architectures are implemented
using fixed-point arithmetic. We model a custom fixed-point
OMP reconstruction algorithm to find optimum datapath word
length. To quantify performance gap between floating point
MATLAB® implementations and proposed OMP architectures,
we calculate average accuracy (η) using equation 8, where α sw
and α hw be the estimated signal obtained from MATLAB®
software solution and hardware implementations respectively.

Fig. 15. Analysis of required reconstruction cycles and reconstruction PSNR
with respect to sparsity count for OMP, tOMP and GDOMP algorithm on
cameraman’s image, where n = 256, m = 64 as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 14 shows accuracy of reconstructed signal is dependent
on number of fixed-point bits used in datapath. Accuracy of
the output is verified at each hardware step along the data path
post truncation/saturation. We use Qm.n quantization format
for datapath where, “m” is integer bits and “n” is fraction bits.
Table III shows, trade-off between number of fixed point data
path word and PSNR, SRER, and SSIM for OMP algorithm
implementation. The results shown in this paper are based
on Q8.6 fixed point precision (i.e. total of 14 bits width
with 6 fractional bits). The output of reconfigurable multiplier
unit (RMU) is truncated to Q16.12 bits with accuracy of
2.8 × 10−5 with respect to floating point. The output of
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TABLE IV
P OST-L AYOUT R ESULTS ON 65 nm, 1V6M TSMC CMOS T ECHNOLOGY FOR OMP, tOMP, AND GDOMP A RCHITECTURES AND I TS C OMPARISON W ITH
P REVIOUSLY P UBLISHED W ORK , W HERE n—S IGNAL S IZE , k—S PARSITY, m—N UMBER OF M EASUREMENTS , P OWER A NALYSIS I S P ERFORMED
AT 100 MHz C LOCK F REQUENCY, E NERGY C ONSUMPTION I S C ALCULATED AS IN (9), AND F IXED -P OINT B IT F ORMAT I S S HOWN AS Qm.n
W HERE “m” N UMBER OF I NTEGER B ITS , AND “n” F RACTIONAL B ITS

Fig. 16.
Total number of cycles required for each kernel in
OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP algorithms, where Reconstruction T ime =
T otal N umber C ycles × (1/Max Frequency).

compared and subtraction (FSU) unit is preserved as similar to its input sizes as Q8.6 and Q16.12 bits respectively.
In OMP and tOMP architecture, reconfigurable LU decomposition (RLU) module output is truncated to Q16.12 with
accuracy of 1.9 × 10−5 . Fixed-point implementation reduces
area and the amount of switching activity on wires and logic
gates, consequently reducing the power dissipation. In our
previous work [23], we showed the trade-off between no. of
fixed point data path word width and area of an architecture,
and power dissipation
j =n
1  sw
H ar dwar e Accur acy (η) =
(α − α hw ).
n

(8)

j =1

B. Execution Time Analysis
Figs. 15 and 16 shows execution time analysis for reconstruction of signal n = 256 with 25% measurements and
sparsity k = 8. All three algorithms have similar PSNR values
and at sparsity k = 8, PSNR starts remaining constant as
shown in Fig. 15. The latency overhead is calculated by using a
counter, which runs at clock frequency. The counter is enabled
when the identification kernel starts executing, it counts the
number of clock cycles until the output from the residual
update phase after k iterations is available. Kernel specific
cycle requirements are presented in Fig. 16, OMP requires
1994 cycles for reconstruction, whereas tOMP requires 27%
less and GDOMP takes 35% extra reconstruction cycles.

Fig. 17.
Post-layout power breakdown for OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP
algorithms, power analysis is performed at 100MHz clock frequency.

Identification kernel in tOMP reduces up to 54% reconstruction cycles as that of OMP identification kernel. Whereas,
residual update kernel in GDOMP takes 2× extra cycles.
Though GDOMP increases cycle count, in following section
we discuss area reduction and ADP efficiency of GDOMP as
compared to OMP algorithm.
C. Area and Power Analysis
The chip area required for OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP
architectures is as shown in Fig. 13. OMP takes 0.57mm 2
chip area with 486K logic gates, tOMP requires 0.60mm 2 chip
area with 512K logic gates, and GDOMP requires 37%, and
33% less chip area as compared to tOMP, and OMP architectures respectively with 320K logic gates.
Fig. 17 shows power breakdown of all three architecture at 100 MHz clock frequency. The switching power is
combination of sequential and combinatorial logic activity
power and clock power, whereas leakage power is due to
CMOS logic gates. In OMP 49% of total power is consumed
by sequential logic activity, and in tOMP and GDOMP architectures, 48% and 56% of total power is consumed by sequential logic activity respectively. OMP consumes 98.7 mw,
tOMP consumes 103 mw, and GDOMP consumes 69.2 mw
power. However the energy consumption for tOMP is 23%
less, and for GDOMP its 5% less as compared to OMP
architecture, where energy consumption is calculated as shown
in equation 9
Energy
= Powerat 100M H z × Reconstr ucti on T i meat 100M H z . (9)
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For tOMP algorithm, reconstruction time is reduced by
1.4 × and has 22% less energy consumption, however chip
area is increased by 5.2% with respect to OMP architecture. Although reconstruction time of GDOMP algorithm is
increased by 1.1 ×, it shows tremendous reduction in chip
area of 1.5 × and energy consumption by 5%. Therefore tradeoff exists between reconstruction time and chip area when we
compare OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP architectures.
D. Comparison with Previous Work
The OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP architectures postlayout
results are compared with recently implemented OMP architectures with respect to reconstruction time, ADP, power and
energy consumption in Table IV. One of the critical issues
with previous implementations is that, it does not provide
hardware accuracy analysis, application analysis, and energy
analysis. Additionally, previously proposed OMP architectures are not reconfigurable i.e. they do not allow different range of input signal size or number of measurements.
Table IV shows comparison between previously published
work [24], [25]. Stanislaus et al. [24] implemented OMP
architecture on 65 nm CMOS technology consisting of QRD
process for matrix inversion. Compared to OMP architecture in
Stanislaus et al. [24], our proposed OMP architecture requires
265 less reconstruction cycles and proposed OMP, tOMP, and
GDOMP architectures have 1.6×, 2.1×, and 2× lesser ADP
respectively. Meher et al. [25] implemented OMP architecture
in 65 nm CMOS technology, with reconfigurable 32-point and
5-point inner product unit by reusing arithmetic components.
Compared to our OMP architecture implementations in 65 nm
technology, Meher et al. [25] OMP architecture requires
334 extra cycles and takes 1.2× extra reconstruction time.
Compared to OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP architectures, it has
1.3×, 1.8×, and 1.7× higher ADP and consumes 1.27×,
1.65×, and 1.33× more energy respectively.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we propose two different algorithmic modifications to OMP CS reconstruction algorithm called Thresholding
technique-tOMP and Gradient Descent-GDOMP for hardware
and time complexity reduction. To evaluate algorithmic
efficiency, we perform SRER analysis on tOMP and GDOMP,
compared to Subspace pursuit (SP) and OMP algorithm, tOMP
has 0.2 dB–1.2 dB and GDOMP has 0.1 dB and 0.12 dB less
SRER respectively, when experimented for Gaussian signal
input. Additionally we evaluated accuracy of reconstruction
using OMP algorithm for big data processing on face detection
and object identification benchmarks. The OMP algorithm and
its modifications are implemented on 65 nm, 1V6M CMOS
technology. We show analysis of OMP, tOMP, and GDOMP
algorithm with respect to reconstruction time, energy and chip
area. Post place and route results show that, compared to OMP
algorithm, tOMP requires 33% times less reconstruction time,
and GDOMP consumes 44% times less chip area. Compared
to previously published papers, proposed modifications
have up to 2.1 times less area-delay product and consumes
40% times less energy.
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